
 



In KP houses 5-7-8-11-12 is important for romance and 

sex. Planets connected to these houses will give sex life 

during their periods. Houses 4-6-12 are not favorable.  

In your horoscope Mars, Moon and Venus are in 5th house. 

Hence you may have more impulsive nature towards sex 

and romance. The sub lord of 5th house is Rahu. He is in 8th 

which indicates intelligence diverted towards sexual 

matters. 

The sub lord of 7th house is Kethu. He is in Aries a fiery 

sign and in Venus star and Mercury sub. Therefore Kethu is 

connected with 2-5-7-8 houses. It indicates opposite 

attraction and opportunities to have courtship. Incidentally 

the sub lord of 8th house is also Kethu. It doubly confirms 

the possibility of interest in sex with different people. 

The sub lord of 11th house is Jupiter; he is in sun star and 

Rahu sub. Therefore strong significator for 4-6-8 houses 

which may cause disturbances. The periods of Rahu are not 

good for sex life.  

The sub lord of 12th house is Saturn. He is strong for 4-6-9 

houses. It is also indicating lack of satisfaction. You should 



be careful as it may cause diseases through sexual 

activities.  

Presently you are under the main period of Moon. She is in 

the star of Saturn and sub of Sun and he is in the star of 

Rahu in 8th house. Therefore Moon is indicating complete 

dissatisfaction or pressure in this regard. Saturn is in the 

sub of Jupiter who denotes 4th house. Therefore you may 

have to stay more time at home rather than moving.  

The following remedies are helpful for you to improve the 

lust and happiness through romance: 

1) Wear 8 carats of coral to right hand ring finger 

2) Wear an Opal of fine quality in pendant. 

3) Do ashwini mudra of yoga asana 30 mins daily 

4) Put a white flag on your house. 

5) Recite tantrokt devi araadhna daily around 10:30 to 

11:00 pm 

Best Wishes 

Acharya Raman 




